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A déjà vu... at the

th
10

ediNon!
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Nomenclature (and disclaimer)
• LHCb Phase-1 upgrade

– Detector will be operated at 2x1033 cm-2s-1
– Under construc@on
– Will be ready for LHC Run 3

• LHCb Phase-1b upgrade

– Same luminosity as Phase-1
– “Adiaba@c” detector improvements
– Aim at extending physics reach by improving on weak points rather than
increasing sta@s@cs
– Can be pursued for Run 4

• LHCb Phase-2 upgrade

– Run at higher luminosity
– Need radical changes to the detector
– Diﬃcult to be envisaged before Run 5

• Disclaimer

– Phase-1: secured!
– Phase-1b: star@ng to focus thinking on concrete possibili@es
– Phase-2: discussion in progress, but s@ll need some @me to ﬁx ideas
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LHCb luminosity prospects

LHC era

HL-LHC era

Run 1
(2010-12)

Run 2
(2015-18)

Run 3
(2021-24)

Run 4
(2027-30)

Run 5+
(2031+)

3 X-1

8 X-1

23 X-1

46 X-1

>300 X-1

Phase-1
Upgrade!!

Phase-2
Phase-1b
Upgrade!? Upgrade??
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Phase-1 upgrade
• Main limita@on that prevents
exploi@ng higher luminosity with the
present detector is the Level-0
(hardware) trigger

– Level-0 output rate < 1 MHz (readout
rate) requires raising thresholds

• This is par@cularly problema@c for
hadronic ﬁnal states

• Solu@on
– Replace R/O, RICH photodetectors and tracking detectors
– Run full socware trigger at 40 MHz and record 20 kHz
– Increase instantaneous luminosity to 2x1033 cm-2s-1
• increase by a factor ﬁve of pileup, occupancies, etc.
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Excellent! Why do we need to improve?
• Despite the Phase-1 upgrade, there are s@ll aspects
where we could do beker
Spectroscopy and CP-viola@on studies
are increasingly focused on high-mul@plicity
ﬁnal states

Performance with π0 and γ’s s@ll far
behind analyses with charged tracks

Improved tracking
acceptance could
lead to larger signal
yields

Neutral reconstruc@on will be
even worse at 2x1033 cm-2s-1
Diﬀerent ECAL technology? 6

Work in progress to deﬁne
Phase-1b upgrade
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Low momentum tracks
• Tracks with hits in sta@ons placed
in front of the magnet but not in
the tracking sta@ons behind
the magnet (upstream tracks)

– low momentum tracks, typically
below ~5 GeV/c or even more
depending on the azimuthal
angle in the bending plane, are bent
outside the acceptance by the magne@c ﬁeld

• Fringe ﬁeld extending before the magnet allows momenta to be
measured with a ~20% rela@ve uncertainty only
– not really useful for ﬁnal physics analyses

• If we were able to measure the momentum of such tracks with
enough resolu@on, we could considerably increase eﬃciencies for
– Decays with many tracks in the ﬁnal state
– Decays of low-mass par@cles, such as strange mesons and baryons
– In general, decays involving low-momentum tracks
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Magnet side staNons!

• Extend the tracking acceptance of the tracking
sta@ons by instrumen@ng the internal sides of the
magnet, and possibly outside the magnet
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Magnet side staNons: work in progress
• Understanding infrastructural constraints
• Performing simula@on with simpliﬁed detector
– occupancy studies
– detailed understanding of par@cles deposing hits
• including secondaries

– understand eﬀects due to the par@cular loca@on
• e.g. trapped spiraling par@cles

• Studying physics channels with simpliﬁed simula@on
– to determine requested resolu@on and spa@al coverage

• Once such studies are over, there will be enough
informa@on to choose a technology and move on with
further steps

– Create realis@c model for simula@on
– Assess impact on other detectors (genera@on of secondaries)
– Implement reconstruc@on algorithm
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Timing informaNon
• In high pileup condi@ons, vertex reconstruc@on and assignment to a
given decay becomes a limi@ng factor
– Par@cles produced at same posi@on can have very diﬀerent produc@on
@mes

• Consider two beam bunches crossing at the interac@on point

• In this cartoon, interac@ons at same z but separated by 300 ps
• If we would have precise enough @me informa@on for charged
par@cles, they could be separated
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TORCH principle
• Detector concept used for BaBar DIRC

– ~1 cm thick quartz radiator plate
– Cherenkov light produced in the plate
propagates to the edge by internal
reﬂec@ons and is focused onto fast photon
detectors

• Requires precise track informa@on
(~1 mrad) to achieve @ming resolu@on of
~70 ps/photon → 15 ps/track by
combining ~30 detected p.e./track
• Originally conceived for low-momentum
PID
– Over 10 m TOF would give > 3σ K/π
separa@on up to 10 GeV

• If used for @ming measurements to
suppress pileup → Resolu@on needed is
O(5) mm, i.e. O(15) ps!

– Not the ul@mate solu@on, but can be a
relevant proof of concept for the usage of
@ming informa@on in a Phase-1 upgrade
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Improving the RICH
• Phase-1b improvements for the
central regions of RICH-1
or possibly for the whole photosensor array
– Increase granularity from
~3 mm (present) to 1 mm
– Reduce chroma@c error
and increase QE by using
SiPMs
– Provide the system with
2-bits readout electronics
– Provide the system with intrinsic @me resolu@on
– Work on speciﬁc pakern recogni@on algorithms
– Lots of R&D needed!
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Calorimeter
• The baseline plan is to replace
the innermost region of the
inner part of the calorimeter
– Energy resolu@on is expected
to remain sa@sfactory up to
~20 X-1

• However, the higher occupancy at 2x1033 cm-2s-1 will
necessarily impact on the overall performance with π0’s,
γ’s and electrons
• The possibility of a phase-1b upgrade is being
inves@gated beyond the baseline strategy
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Calorimeter phase-1b upgrade
• The aim is to improve energy and posi@on resolu@ons despite
larger pile-up and radia@on dose
– Reduc@on of transversal extension of the showers
– Reduce the size of the cells accordingly
– Possibly beneﬁt from @me
measurement

• Four alterna@ve scenarios
under considera@on
–
–
–
–

Replace innermost region
Replace full inner region
Replace the horizontal band
Replace the full detector

• There are a few technologies which are mature for the LS3, e.g.
– Scin@llator-W based ECAL
– CALICE-type ECAL

• Time measurement should be seriously considered!
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Phase-2 upgrade
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Prospects without phase-2 upgrade

inputs from LHCb-PUB-2014-040
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Phase 2 upgrade: chicken and egg problem?
• We need to deﬁne and quan@fy a physics case
– to some extent this depends on how far we can go with a
new detector

• We need to envisage a new detector and understand
the capabili@es of the machine at IP8
– this depends on how far we should go with our physics
reach

• To ﬁx ideas, we set a target luminosity at 300 X-1
– not a random number, but driven by radia@on damage in
inner triplets
– but not necessarily the last word on the subject

• Iden@fy a set of representa@ve modes which can be
further elaborated with more in-depth studies and can
help to design a phase-2 upgraded detector
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Phase-2 upgrade: benchmarking topics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CP viola@on in the interference between Bs mixing and decay
CP viola@on in Bc and b-baryon decays
CP viola@on in charm mixing and decay
Determina@on of the angle γ
Semileptonic asymmetries
Electroweak penguin decays
Rare and radia@ve decays
Lepton universality tests
Lepton ﬂavour viola@on
Search for Majorana neutrinos
Forward Higgs produc@on
Dark photon searches
Spectroscopy and exo@c states
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Phase-2 upgrade: benchmarking topics
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CP viola@on in the interference between Bs mixing and decay
CP viola@on in Bc and b-baryon decays
CP viola@on in charm mixing and decay
Determina@on of the angle γ
Semileptonic asymmetries
Electroweak penguin decays
Will need to make
Rare and radia@ve decays
more in-depth studies,
Lepton universality tests
Lepton ﬂavour viola@on
but it’s not for today
Search for Majorana neutrinos
Forward Higgs produc@on
Dark photon searches
Spectroscopy and exo@c states
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ConsideraNons on the machine
• Can the LHCb interac@on point be run at 2x1034 cm-2s-1 or above?
– The LHCb IP was not designed to host a high luminosity experiment
– It’s not like turning a knob

• Integrated luminosity limited by radia@on damage in ﬁnal focusing
magnets (inner triplets): ~300 X-1
• Lots of work from LHC machine experts during last year, with some
conclusions already drawn
– More luminosity to LHCb has been shown to lead to a limited impact on
ATLAS and CMS luminosi@es

• Hardware changes may be limited to modiﬁca@ons or addi@ons of
absorbers for neutrals and secondaries, of collimators and shielding
• Cri@cal next steps to consider scenarios feasible
–
–
–
–
–

Luminosity levelling studies
Detailed op@cs and orbit studies
Full evalua@on of beam-beam eﬀects
Collima@on studies
Energy deposi@on studies to conﬁrm magnet life@me

• Preliminary conclusions very encouraging!
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Vertex detector and Nming informaNon
• How could the vertex detector be modiﬁed in a phase-2
upgrade?
• Radia@on damage

– To survive 5 years with current technology, and increase of the
inner radius from 5 mm to 11 mm would be necessary
• But in such a case IP resolu@on 100-200% larger

• Even ignoring radia@on damage eﬀects, the performance
with present model at 2x1034 has been assessed with outof-the-box algorithms
– Occupancies x10 higher, ghost rate up to ~40%
– PV wrongly associated ~13% of the @mes

• Timing informa@on is essen@al to cope with high pileup!
– e.g. PV associa@on can be brought back to ~1% with 200 ps
resolu@on on single track @ming

• However, performance of sensors with @ming under
irradia@on is largely unknown à vigorous R&D needed!
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Several seminal ideas for the
various subdetectors
• Cannot cover all of them today, but you can have a look at

hkps://indico.cern.ch/event/481359/other-view?view=lhcb_mee@ng
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Some physics examples
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φs prospects with 300 b-1
• Concerning the experimental measurement of φs, we
don’t envisage systema@c uncertain@es to become
limi@ng factors1
– using BsàJ/ψK+K-, σ(φs) ~4 mrad
– using BsàJ/ψπ+π-, σ(φs) ~5 mrad
– using Bsàφφ, σ(φs) ~7 mrad

• However, we need to control sub-leading penguin
contribu@ons à using SU(3) counterparts
– BdàJ/ψπ0, BdàJ/ψρ0, BsàJ/ψK*0, BsàJ/ψKS, ...

• Ques@on to theory: when this approach will break up?
– e.g. because U-spin breaking eﬀects will have an impact?
1

Extrapola@ons to >50 X-1 are made by rescaling for 1/sqrt(N), hence
assuming that the same detector performances will be kept à to be
taken with a grain of salt, in the good and the bad
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Semileptonic asymmetries
• We have measured asl(B0) with 3 X-1
– Phys. Rev. Lek. 114 (2015) 041601

• and asl(Bs) with 1

X-1

2018

– Phys. Lek. B728 (2014) 607

• The measurements agree with the
SM, but do not exclude the D0
same-sign dimuon result yet

• Update of asl(Bs) to 3 X-1 behind the corner
– With 300 X-1 in Phase-2, the naive expecta@on is to
reach a precision of about 1 part in 104
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Tree-level
determinaNon of γ
• LHCb dominates now the
world average
• Golden modes ADS, GLW,
GGSZ, BsàDsK
• No systema@c nor theore@cal
showstoppers are envisaged
• With Phase-2 upgrade,
combining all modes, 0.1o of
uncertainty will be at reach

BaBar

+17

γ = (69 -16 )o

Belle
+15

γ = (68 -14 )o

+7.1

γ = (70.9-8.5 )o

LHCb-CONF-2016-001
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Prospects with Bd,sàµ+µ• Knowledge will s@ll be limited by experimental
uncertainty by the end of the present
programme
• With Phase-2 upgrade, <10% uncertainty on
the ra@o BR(Bd)/BR(Bs) is at reach
• The measurement of eﬀec@ve Bsàµ+µlife@me will become possible sooner
• But eventually we can also measure @medependent CP viola@on
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PerspecNves for charm measurements
• AΓ, yCP, WS Kπ, ACP in D0àππ/KK, D0àKsh+h– No limi@ng systema@c uncertain@es known so far

2018

• Scaling sensi@vi@es
with √N
• Mixing and indirect
CPV sensi@vi@es of
current world
average + LHCb

• When theory limited?
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Spectroscopy prospects
• Not easy to provide quan@ta@ve informa@on for 300 X-1
prospects in this sector
– lack of knowledge of branching frac@ons and/or produc@on
cross-sec@ons of the “undiscovered” par@cles

• Focusing the aken@on on decay modes not accessible at
e+e− colliders
– Bc → D0D0Ds, which will allow the ﬁrst Dalitz plot analysis
involving two same-charge charm hadrons, with an expected
sample for 300 X−1 of the order of 103 candidates
– Ξbc → J/ψΛcK, which is the golden mode to achieve an
observa@on of doubly heavy baryons in the b sector
– χcJ → J/ψγ, which is interes@ng for produc@on measurement of
the χc0 state for which the decay mode to J/ψ γ is suppressed,
and for exo@c searches as in the case of Λb→ χcpK for which
LHCb collected more than 400 candidates already in Run-1
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Higgs and dark sector
• Forward Higgs produc@on
– Hàcc deﬁnitely interes@ng with ≥300 X-1
– Need to maintain our c-tag ability and 20% mass
resolu@on at higher luminosity

• Dark photon searches
– we can cover the tricky region for higher dark photon
masses using di-muons
• hkp://arxiv.org/abs/1603.08926

– Having ≥300 X-1 could probably drop our limits below
beam-dump limits, even at high masses
– Searches for spin-0 resonances are also interes@ng
• hkp://arxiv.org/abs/1601.05110
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Other modes of interest
• CPV in b-baryon decays

– e.g. Λb/Ξbàph, Λb/Ξbàphh, Λb/ΞbàΛhh

• Radia@ve decays
– e.g. Bàφγ

• Measurements of Vub and Vcb
• e.g. Λbàpµν, etc.

• Decays with τ’s

• lepton ﬂavour viola@on studies

• Electroweak penguins and lepton universality tests
– e.g. BàK*µµ, BàK*ee

• Lepton ﬂavour viola@on
– e.g. τàµµµ

• Search for Majorana neutrinos
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Conclusions
• Heavy Flavour Theorem

– Worth improving sensi@vi@es with a broad range of observables un@l
theore@cal limits are reached

• Experimental prospects are excellent

– Many key measurements are s@ll far from being limited by systema@c
uncertain@es
– It is of fundamental importance to exploit the largest possible
luminosity that LHC will provide

• Phase-1b upgrade

– Adiaba@c upgrade
– Star@ng to catalyse thinking on concrete possibili@es

• Phase-2 upgrade

– Signiﬁcant increase of luminosity
– Star@ng to work on ideas for a new detector
– More in-depth studies for physics benchmarking under way

• For more informa@on, see Manchester’s “Theatre of Dreams”

– hkps://indico.cern.ch/event/481359/other-view?view=lhcb_mee@ng
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A long way to go...
but we’ll reach there!
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-1
SensiNvity prospects up to 50
b
LHCb-PUB-2014-040

• Before phase-1 upgrade (8 X-1)
• Acer phase-1 upgrade (50 X-1)
• Theory uncertainty (?)
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